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Instructions regarding the PDF files on this site.
This We Believe, an In-depth Look at Bible Doctrine (ISBN: 978-1-42513-067-1), by
Rev. Phillip D. Mosher, has a registered copyright for 2007. In order to retain rights
over the work, it was decided to self-publish through Trafford (Available at:
bookstore.trafford.com/Products/SKU-000167683/This-We-Believe.aspx). This book
goes back to Rev. Mosher’s original doctrinal statement of 1964 and continues to
be an on-going project as he studies, learns, teaches, and writes. This book is
available in PDF format on the “Publications” page.
Usually if a chapter has been updated for typo corrections, no changes are noted;
but if a chapter or chart has been revised, adding new materials, the copyright
notice on the pages has been upgraded.
The links on the “Publications” page of this site are pages from the book in PDF
format. The first link is for these “Instructions” and gives instruction for
downloading those files. The next is titled “Opening”. This PDF file contains the
Title Page, Table of Contents, and the first chapter, “Background Material”. It is
important that everyone read “Background Material” and the next chapter on
Hermeneutics. It is the author’s belief that no topic is more important than the
science of Bible interpretation. How we interpret dictates what we believe and
practice.
The other buttons on the “Publications” page are links to other chapters in the
book. The button title is brief, and the section it will bring up can have other topics
and even charts. “Israel” includes the Feasts. “Church” includes Baptist
Distinctives and a chart of church history. “Last Things” includes charts on Daniel
and Revelation.
The remainder of the book is an Appendix. To avoid cluttering the doctrinal
section, chapters on issues were placed in the Appendix. The button titles
beginning with “A” indicate chapters in the Appendix.
Working on the honor system, you are free to print one copy of the Book files for
personal use. A donation of $15 to BBM-INC would be appreciated but is not
required. BBM does have overhead expenses. Copies should not be made for
distribution before donating $0.05 per page to BBM-Inc. Discounts will be made
upon request where more than 10 copies are desired for distribution. At no time
should one make copies and earn a profit there-from. This site and these studies
are being offered to help the people of God and not for personal gain. See the
“Contact” page of this site for information on making donations and/or payments
for materials downloaded. If you desire to produce spiral bound books, BBM can
email you a PDF file for the covers.

BBM will publish and mail within the USA a spiral bound edition of This We Believe
for $35 each. This will be a full-color edition, and the $35 covers our costs without
material profits.
The “Studies” page of this site will link one to various biblical materials in PDF
format. There is no charge for these, though donations are appreciated. We do
ask you to respect the copyright—no plagiarizing. Our hope is that through these
works the believer is strengthened.
Usually the left margin is wider than the others and the pages are mirrored. This is
done for printing on both the front and back of the pages. Thus, the left margin on
odd pages is wide, and the margin on the right side of even pages is wide. This
wider margin will facilitate for the punching of holes for use in a binder.

